
architectural
SOLUTIONS
Products to enhance overall 
SPACE and DESIGN

SPECIALIZED SPACES



redefining physical 
SPACE
Maximizing the useable footprint of an office interior often means getting 
creative in terms of utilizing every part of the building’s “bones”, including 
ceilings and walls. It can also mean tapping into customizable architectural 
products, like moveable glass walls, that will help you create interior divi-
sion where none had existed before. These solutions promote the idea that 
today’s businesses can adapt quickly to changing market conditions with-
out the need for major construction or rehab of the building itself. Often, 
the use of moveable walls, space division, and acoustic products promote 
less waste, better ROI, and even big tax advantages as well.

The smart approach is to take a look at the current footprint from every 
angle and to decide if moveable, flexible solutions make sense within the 
space you are looking to create. Does it work to create the type of division 
you need? Do the acoustics make sense for the traffic within the space? 
Are there other wall-mounted elements that can elevate the space and add 
needed functionality? Define your goals and seek all options before making 
the more risky option of construction.



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Indiana Furniture Square One, 
Canvas and Joy 



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Trendway Trendwall, Trendway Standing 
Height Table, Trendway Quello Stools



clearly
BETTER

Moveable interior walls are a terrific 
option for defining space and creat-
ing additional offices. They can easily 
adjust to accommodate various site 
conditions and offer numerous 
architectural-style door and hardware 
options.

No matter your creative vision, interior 
walls can bring it to life with speed, 
ease, and practicality. Plus, they 
effectively integrate and complement 
any existing building design with crisp 
lines and customizable fit and finish.

A moveable wall solution arrives on 
time and on budget—ready to install 
with no constructiion waste and less 
labor. 



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Trendway Volo Frameless, Trendway Intrisic, 
Trendway Sketch, Trendway Trig, Trendway 
Capture, Trendway Parley, Magnuson Group PIC





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Trendway Volo Wall, Trendway Trig, Trendway 
Elea, Trendway Live II, Claridge Mix







walls within 
WALLS
Privacy and space division can appear in 
unexpected and creative ways by utilizing 
products specfically designed to rise to 
the task. Define open spaces by forming 
targeted work areas through stand-alone 
or fully enclosed room-within-a-room 
solutions. 

Dividers can also differentiate space when 
configured in a linear wall application, 
potentially adding multifunctional 
elements to the wall, including tack 
or markerboards, glass panels for light 
throughput, and planters and signage to 
finish the space.

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Indiana Furniture Square One, Spirit, Natta, 
Canvas, and Joy; Magnuson Group KASKAD; 
KFI Studios Umage Lighting



PRODUCTS SHOWN
ezoBord ezo on ezo, fluidconcepts 
Reception, Magnuson Group Wallmate 
Soistes



design 
DRIVEN

Divide and define spaces while 
accounting for other needs within an 
environment, like overhead lighting 
or visual and acoustical features. 
Many of these products are highly 
customizable offering a wide range 
of solutions for ceilings, walls, and 
furniture applications. 

As an added benefit, these elements 
incorporate layers of interest through 
color, texture, and pattern, thereby 
enhancing the overall design of the 
space as well as employee well-being.

Many architectural products, like 
wall-mounted acoustical panels, 
combine depth, dimension, and color 
to a space.



PRODUCTS SHOWN
ezoBord Work Zone Dividers; Nook 
Huddle Pod; fluidconcepts Edge, Truss, 
and Sophi; Magnuson Group Calma; 
Indiana Furniture Runna





OVERHEAD solutions 
that add interest 

PRODUCTS SHOWN
ezoBord Baffle Cloud, KFI Studios Jive, 
KFI Studios Voodoo, Magnuson Group UMEA



PRODUCTS SHOWN
ezoBord Rail Lighting, Lesro Mystic, Lesro Siena, 
RightAngle Products Presidente Reception



Complete the space 
with thoughtful 
design details and 
environmental 
improvements 
like marker and 
green walls to 
further enhance 
productivity and 
well-being.

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Claridge Marker Wall



Professional-grade air purifiers 
eliminate the spread of germs 
and viruses.

Green walls and plants increase 
human connectivity with the 
natural world.

Full-service art consultation is 
available, as well as custom and 
branded art.

Need help sourcing and installing architectural solutions? 
Reach out to our support team with any questions.

other bright 
IDEAS




